4 they could easily be crosslinked by the proteins and form a gel, which in turn prevents them to collapse into globules.
We also showed in However our first measurements [4] show that the gel-globule cross-over limit as a function of chain length does not correspond to chain overlapping limit, c*, if we calculate it assuming the same chain conformation than in polyelectrolyte solutions, which has been determined, for example, in [17] . This was in accordance with the fact that the PSS chains were shrunk in presence of the proteins.
This leads us to the A possible explanation is then that the chain conformation is modified under addition of proteins; this would in turn change c*. It has been for example shown recently by light scattering and viscosity measurements [18] that for PAA, under addition of oppositely charged micelles (similar in shape to globular proteins), c* is shifted towards higher concentrations by a factor 5. Such influence of the addition of oppositely charged pearl-like objects on the overlapping concentration of charged string-like objects has not yet been described, to our knowledge, by theories or simulations.
Although there is now a large literature dealing with the adsorption of a polyelectrolyte on an oppositely charged sphere as a function the chain stiffness, chain length, ionic concentration, particle size and surface charge density (see for example the review of Ulrich et al [19] ), the simulations cannot yet involve enough objects to resolve overlapping chain concentration problematic.
Simulations [20, 21] show that the binding of spherical macroions on polyelectrolyte decreases when the stiffness of the chain increases. Experimentally, this has been confirmed in [22] by turbidity measurements on micelles/polyelectrolytes and proteins/polyelectrolyte systems. We believe thus that the c* of polyelectrolytes would be less affected by complexation for stiff chains. We recall here that PSS has a very small bare persistence length (~ 10 Å [17, [23] [24] ). Its c* should thus be strongly influenced by complexation. It has to be noted that a strong increase of salt may lead to release of macroions from the chains due to the screening of electrostatic interactions [21] . In this case the c* of the chains should correspond to the one of the pure polyelectrolyte solutions. Nevertheless, simulations involving several chains or several spheres begin to appear. They lead to dense or open aggregates, 5 resembling the globular or gel-like observed structures [25, 26] . In these simulations these differences in structure depend on the strength of interactions and not on the dilution state of the chains.
In order to check that understand whether the concentration cross-over is directly linked to c * , we propose to measure in the present paper it would be highly interesting to measure directly the conformation of chains in presence of proteins inside the complexes. It happens that this is possible, in our system, using neutron scattering. This is due to some fortunate scattering specificity of the components of our system: non deuterated PSS and lysozyme have the same neutronic contrast, so they can be both matched by the same H 2 O/D 2 O mixture. Meanwhile, deuterated PSS is not matched and still visible in this mixture. This particularity will enable us to determine the form factor of the individual chain.
In the sake of consistency between our former work and the present one, the content of the paper is two-folded:
-one fold reports results using the former method: by contrast matching of either polymer or protein, we probe the gel-globule transition over a larger range of chain concentration and ionic strength. This part being not principal here, some of the data will be presented in Appendix.
-the second fold reports on an original method: the direct measurement of the conformation of the PSS chains in both the gel structure and the globular structure. Results show how that the evolution of chain conformation, first from solution to gel and second to globule, is indeed here the key for the transition.
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II Material and methods
Sample preparation
The synthesis of poly(styrenesulfonate) is done in several steps. We first purchase from Polymers Standards Service poly(styrene) chains of 800 repeating units (Mw = 90000), with very low polydispersity (Mw/Mn = 1.03), in non deuterated and deuterated versions (for contrast matching SANS studies). A post-sulfonation of these chains grafts the sulfonate groups on the aromatic cycles. This is a derivation of Makowski's method [27] . A reactive species, created in-situ by the reaction between sulphuric acid and acetic anhydride, attacks the aromatic cycle, which grafts the sulfonate group in the para position (not the ortho position due to the chain backbone steric hindrance). The poly(styrenic acid) solution is then neutralized by NaOH to obtain a PSSNa solution. This solution is then dialyzed against deionised water. The dialysis is monitored by conductivity and water is renewed as many times as necessary until reaching the conductivity of pure water (18 MOhm) . The solution is concentrated in a rotating evaporator and finally freeze-dried, yielding a white powder that can be stored. The sulfonation rate of PSS chains f can be precisely measured by SANS (not shown here). It is well-known that the value of the correlation peak q* of pure solutions of PSSNa depends on f no a reproducible way when all chains are labeled with respect to solvent. For 0.3 Mol/L, one gets q* = 0.1 Å -1 [17, 28, 29] .
Lysozyme is purchased from Sigma and the same lot has been used for all our studies, without further purification. All samples are made in an acetic acid/sodium acetate buffer solution to reach a pH of 4.7.
The buffer concentration is always firstly set to have an ionic strength of 5.10 Two solutions, one of lysozyme and one of PSS, are first prepared separately in the acetic buffer at twice the concentrations wanted. For the measurements of the PSS chain conformation, the PSS solution 7 contains hydrogenated non deuterated and deuterated PSS chains, mixed together in the ratio PSS h /PSS d wanted, before mixing with the protein. The two solutions, PSS and protein, are then quickly mixed and slightly shaken to be homogenized. The samples are then left for 2 days at rest; we checked in previous experiments that this is enough to reach a stable state. We define a charge ratio introduced noted [-]/[+] intro which is obtained as a function of the concentrations introduced, taking for the net charge of the lysozyme a value of +11 (at pH 4.7) and for the charge of the PSS one negative charge per monomer.
This ratio thus corresponds to the structural charges and not to the effective charges predicted for free 
SANS experiments
SANS measurements were done either on PAXY and PACE spectrometers (LLB, Saclay, France) in a q-range lying from 6.10 . All measurements were done under atmospheric pressure and at room temperature. For SANS experiments concerning the determination of the threshold of the transition between the gel and the aggregates of globular complexes regimes, hydrogenated protein and deuterated PSS have been used, like in our previous experiments [4, 5] . Each sample was achieved either in a 57%/43% H 2 O/D 2 O mixture that matches the neutron scattering length density of lysozyme to get the PSS signal, or in a 100% D 2 O solvent that matches the neutron scattering length density of PSS to get the signal of the lysozyme. For the measurements of the conformation of the PSS chains, hydrogenated protein and a mixture of hydrogenated and deuterated PSS have been used. In order to get only the signal of deuterated PSS chains, each sample was made in a 57%/43% H 2 O/D 2 O mixture that matches both the neutron scattering length density of lysozyme and hydrogenated PSS. The table 1 recalls all the scattering density length of species and solvents used in the different experiments.
[ Table 1] 8 Standard corrections for sample volume, neutron beam transmission, empty cell signal subtraction, detector efficiency, subtraction of incoherent scattering and solvent buffer scattering were applied to get the scattered intensities in "absolute units" (cm -1 ).
III SANS from protein or polymer: more parameters for the gel to globule transition.
Before to show the form factor measurements in Section IV, we report in this Section III new data for SANS from protein (polymer matched) or polymer (protein matched) generalising our former study [4, 5] . As before, we consider cases where the charges brought by each component [-]/[+] intro are of the order of 1 (between 0.5 and 3.33).
1 Results
1.a Effect of chain length.
We first recall here former results on the influence of the chain length [4, 5] . In this work, we had kept -for small chains (N = 50 [5] , N = 90 and N = 360 [4] , spectra are characteristic of aggregates of globular structures. Lysozyme scattering and PSS scattering have the same features because both species objects are embedded in the globules. We get a strong correlation peak at 0. behaviour at low q corresponding to the larger scale fractal organisation of the primary complexes (please note that a 2.5 exponent was first reported in [4] , but later measurements at low q [5] enabled us to refine the value to 2.1).
-for longer chains (N = 625 [4] ), the behaviour is drastically different. The lysozyme and PSS scatterings are no longer similar. The protein spectra show that proteins are distributed randomly at a small scale and heterogeneously at higher scale with a fractal dimension (D f = 2.5) akin to spatial distribution of cross-linkers observed in some cases in gels [30] . The PSS chains spectra show that the transient network formed by PSS chains alone in solution remains because the chain-chain correlation peak at intermediate q is still visible. The combination of those two signals enables to describe the structure as a gel where proteins cross-link the PSS network [4] . Macroscopically the sample with N = 625 was a weakly turbid gel whereas the samples with lower chains length were liquid and highly turbid.
In order to check whether the chain length is really a key parameter to shift from one structure to another, we have used a new chain length (N = 800) in the same conditions for the other parameters.
Macroscopically the sample is a weakly turbid gel. Both the scattering of lysozyme and PSS chains are plotted in Figure 1 together with the former data. Data for N=800 are similar to the one previously observed for the N = 625 sample. In particularly, one recovers the q What is driving the transition towards globules? Since the three parameters influencing the structure may affect the regime of dilution of the chains, let us revisit our idea that the two structures correspond to the dilute regime of the chains for the globules and to the semi-dilute regime of the chains for the gel.
The threshold between those two regimes would then be set by the overlapping critical concentration of the chains c*. As noted in [4] , the arrangement of the PSS chains in the gel structure is very close to the one of a pure solution of PSS chains in semi-dilute region. The only observed difference lies in the mesh size of the network formed, which is larger in presence of proteins, suggesting a local shrinking of the chains by the proteins: the q* peak abscissa, corresponding to the network mesh size, is shifted towards low q in presence of proteins.
To calculate the c* of a system of chains with the same wormlike conformation as in a pure PSS solution, we require the radius of gyration R g of wormlike chains
where L is the length of the stretched chain and l p the persistence length. In case of charged polymers such as PSS, l p depends both on the intrinsic flexibility of the chain (10 Å for PSS [17, [23] [24] ), and on electrostatic repulsions between monomers, which depend in turn on ionic strength.
The volume fraction of the solution occupied by the chains is then:
with c the monomeric concentration of the chains, N a the Avogadro number and N the number of monomers per chain. The critical concentration c* between the semi-diluted and the diluted regime is reached when the volume fraction is 1 when the chains begin to overlap and thus writes:
The critical concentration finally depends on the number of monomers on the chain (N) and on the persistence length (l p ) only.
Let us now calculate c* for our system and compare to the experimental thresholds. In summary, for the two cases, the c* of PSS chains calculated with the persistence length corresponding to pure PSS solutions does not match the gel-globule threshold. But in the mixture the chains interact with the proteins that bear opposite charges. A first effect was suggested by the shrinking of the PSS network (larger q* observed in [4] ). In view of Equation (4), the essential parameter is the persistence length, which could be modified after interaction of PSS with the proteins. By measuring the conformation of the PSS chains inside the complexes, it will be possible to determine if it is still wormlike, and to obtain a new value of the persistence length in presence of proteins in order to calculate a new critical concentration c*.
IV The Conformation of the PSS chains
In order to get the conformation of the PSS chains inside the complexes in a SANS experiment, one needs to separate in the scattering signal their form factor from the strong interchain structure factor arising from the electrostatic repulsions between the chains. The first solution to be imagined is to work in very low concentrations to weaken as much as possible the structure factor. But changing the dilution would act on the conformation of the chains and the measurement would be senseless. A tricky method is thus required to get rid of interchain scattering, and keep only intrachain contribution. The method we 13 choose consists in making a set of several different samples with same total chain concentration but different fractions of deuterated and non deuterated chains in a solvent matching the scattering length density of hydrogenated chains. When the amount of deuterated chains tends to zero, the system tends to behave as a set of single PSS chain from a scattering point of view, thanks to the hiding of the hydrogenated chains. But at the same time the interactions between the chains in the system do not change because the total concentration of chains remains identical. The principle is recalled on the sketch of figure 2.a that shows a system of pure PSS chains in semi-dilute regime for the four ratios of 
[Figure 2]
For pure solutions of PSS chains, since we have now two kinds of PSS chains, hydrogenated ones and deuterated ones, mixed in the solution, the total scattering takes into account the correlations between chains of the same kind and chains of different kind: . Quite generally, 
with S HH (q) the scattering of the hydrogenated chains, S DD (q) the scattering of the deuterated chains and S HD (q) the cross-term. In a solvent that matches the scattering length density of the hydrogenated chains, k H =0, hence
The total volume fraction of chains in the solution is the sum of the volume fractions of the two types of chains, Φ T = Φ H . + Φ D . Since H and D chains are perfectly identical except for the value of b (in particular V molH = V molD = V mol ), we can write:
S 1 (q) and S 2 (q) concerning all H and D chains being defined as above by (7b) and (7c). Eventually
If we add now lysozyme in the system, numerous new correlation terms are to be taken into account! But in the 57%/43% H 2 O/D 2 O solvent that matches here also the protein neutron density length (as well as the hydrogenated chains), all terms with k H in the front factor vanish, a huge simplification which makes equation (11) still valid.
Experimentally, we will measure, for a given system, the scattering for four [PSS d ]/[PSS h ] ratios. For each q value, the four intensities will be linear as a function of Φ, and the extrapolation to Φ=0 will provide the value of S 1D . The dimensionless form factor of the PSS chains, P(q) (lim q->0 P(q) = 1), will finally be obtained from S 1 (q):
at each q values probed in the experiment.
In the following section we describe three measurements of PSS form factors, one for a solution of pure PSS chains and two for solutions of PSS chains complexed with proteins in the gel-like structure and in the globular structure.
Pure PSS solutions.
We have firstly determined the conformation of the PSS chains alone in solution to check whether we find with this method of measurement the value of the persistence length given in the literature (which was actually obtained for the first time with the same method [24] ). We use a solution of PSS at 0.1 M which corresponds to the concentration we will use to determine the conformation inside the complexes, ) the four signals are equivalent but at low q values they become sensitive to the structure factor. In this low q-region, one gets a correlation peak due to the strong electrostatic repulsions between the chains. At q tending towards zero, the structure factor decreases to values much lower than one. The contribution of the correlation peak on the scattering progressively vanishes when the amount of deuterated chains decreases, and the signal progressively tends to the signal of one chain. The extrapolation at Φ d = 0 at each q value as explained before is represented in red in Figure 3 [31] . At low q, it is thus higher than all the measured ones. At high q, it is similar to the ) in Figure 4 , which enables a good comparison of the experimental signal with the calculated scattering of a wormlike chain [32] .
[Figure 4]
In this model, the wormlike chain has a constant curvature characterized by a persistence length l p , characterised as follows. If Ψ is the angle between the tangents of two points of the chains separated by a distance l, then:
Sharp and Bloomfield [33] have given the following expression for the form factor P(q) of wormlike chains that takes into account the finite size of chains of length L, at low q :
with 3
. This expression is valid until 4 < ). The low q value enables to check that one recovers the molecular weight Nw of the PSS chains [35] . The only one parameter that can be tuned to fit the experimental signal is the persistence length l p . It is the sum of the intrinsic persistence length which is due to the chemical rigidity chains (~10 Å) and the electrostatic persistence length due to the repulsion between the charged monomers [36] . On Figure 3 is represented the best fit using equation (12) 
[figure 5]
The signals obtained at the different φ D are very close to the ones of pure PSS solutions. The main differences are the position of the polyelectrolyte peak which is shifted towards the lower q, and a slight upturn at low q. The slight upturn is probably due to small heterogeneities in the network of PSS chains.
The shift of the peak was observed formerly [4] and attributed to a shrinking of the PSS network mesh. An alternative could be found in a third type of combination, between wormlike chains and spheres: the maximum in q 2 S 1 (q) chain signals at large scale a globular shape, while at short scales (at large q) it is not very different from a rod-like behaviour (in practice it smoothly crosses the wormlike chain signal). Such combination was found for partially sulfonated PSS chains, when some of the units are hydrophobic (like polystyrene). In this case, the pearl necklace structure predicted by Dobrynin and Rubinstein [37] was observed [29] . In the case studied now, our maximum is at ten times lower q, corresponding to spheres larger than 100 Å, but, again, as said just above, they are somewhat too small compared to the globule size, as extracted from the PSS-PSS or protein-protein signal. Please also note that the complexation between both components still occur at large salinities, contrary to the release of proteins at high I suggested by simulations [19, 21] .
V Discussion
Values of c* and gel-globule threshold. The measurement of the conformation of the PSS chains within the gelled samples shows that the interactions between the proteins and the polyelectrolyte leads to the shrinking of the PSS chains, as we suggested in [4] , because the persistence length of the chains is strongly reduced, from 50 Å in pure PSS chains solution, down to 20 Å in presence of proteins. Please note that this value of 20 Å is likely to be an average value. Some chains parts, not linked, could keep their genuine 50 Å persistence length, which suggests that for other parts, l p would be even shorter (the minimum is the intrinsic value 10 Å).
Let us make use of this new value of the persistence length to test if the transition between the two regimes (gel structure or dense globular structure) can be the transition from the dilute regime of the chains to the semi-dilute one. We recalculate the overlapping concentration of the chains, with l p = 20 Å.
From Equation (4), the critical chain polymerisation degree for the dilute to semi-dilute crossover at unit concentration 0.1 M (and I = 50 mM) is N * = 500. This new value perfectly matches the gel to globule experimental threshold, 360 < N* < 625 (see figure 1) .
We can also recalculate c* for a given chain length at a fixed ionic strength. We obtain c* = 0.08 M for N = 800 monomers at I = 50 mM, which also perfectly matches the gel-globule threshold found by SANS in appendix 2. This value of c* is also very close to 0.1 M, chain concentration of the samples for which the buffer ionic strength was tuned in appendix 1, where the transition appears for I between 100
In summary, the calculation of the c* with the new value of the persistence length, whatever the parameter tuned (PSS chain length, PSS concentration, ionic strength), strongly confirms that the dilution regime of the PSS chains is the key factor for the transition between the 'gel' structure and the globular structure. the system collapses to form the globular structure due to the electrostatic interactions between species of opposite charge and the gain of entropy associated to the release of counterions [6] . In such a structure, the core of the globules is very dense and electrically neutral, suggesting a local interaction of all PSS units with a positive charge of lysozyme [5] . The PSS chains are thus strongly confined by proteins and cannot thus adopt a wormlike behaviour anymore. In q 2 I plot, the slight maximum maybe due to a spherically collapsed global shape, while the plateau observed at large q suggests that the inner conformation is not far from a random walk inside an effective volume fixed by the number of proteins interacting with the chain (see appendix 3).
VI Conclusion
We have shown that the transition between the two main structures of PSS/lysozyme complexes, aggregated globules and gel, corresponds to chain overlapping. Prior to this, we have to account for a first stage where chain spatial expanse is reduced by interaction with the proteins. The consecutive concentration threshold c* can then be tuned by usual parameters: chain length, tuning of the persistence length by the salinity of the buffer. The control of the transition is especially important for tuning properties such as rheology, response to dilution, or access to enzymatic sites for applications in pharmacology or biosensors.
This conclusion is made possible by the measurement of the form factor of chains within the complexes. We describe the chain conformation as wormlike, semi-flexible, we extract a persistence length and we show that it decreases in presence of proteins after electrostatic attractions between species. To our best knowledge, this is the first form factor measurement for a polymer in a mixed system of two interacting species in aqueous solutions. It is based on a Small Angle Neutron Scattering method, which is powerful but sophisticated: it requires two different labelled versions of the polymer (here hydrogenated and deuterated PSS) and that the second component of the mixture has the same neutron scattering length density as one of the labelled version of the polymer (here lysozyme and hydrogenated PSS). Obviously, this is not always possible in complexes, and therefore seems demanding. However, many components encountered in soft matter have similar neutron scattering length density in their hydrogenated version and most of common polymers are available in deuterated versions; therefore we would like to point out that this method may apply to other systems. can be determined by the ratio of the PSS signal to the protein signal intensities I PSS /I lyso at low q values (the full method is explained in [5] ). This value is estimated to be around 2.5 for the chain with 800 monomers at 0.5M (the lysozyme spectra is given in figure A.1 and the PSS spectra in figure 5 ). As each PSS monomer bears a negative chargen, we get:
with Z lyso the net charge of lysozyme. For the chain considered here, the number of protein N is 30
proteins. The associated volume occupied is then dependant on the protein compactness:
with V lyso the volume of lysozyme and Φ inner_lyso the volume fraction of the proteins within the globules.
This latter can be evaluated from the lysozyme scattering modelization (the full method is explained in [5] ) and is 0.15. The effective gyration radius of confinement of a chain can then be directly calculated:
The value obtained is 85 Å. We consider that the chain has a Gaussian-like behaviour within this effective gyration radius. The form factor of the chain is thus a Debye function:
In the globular regime, we showed in [5] . This is the value we have taken to fit the datas in absolute scale. scattering, all the curves are shifted from one to another by a decade for clarity. The spectra for N=90, N=360 and N=625 have already been published in [4] and the spectra for N=50 have already been published in [5] . The errors bars are smaller than the symbols. 
